MIT Libraries Planet Access

Use of Planet is governed by a license agreement which restricts use to the MIT community. It is the responsibility of each user to ensure that they use this product according to the terms of use.

- Be aware that using the Planet platform requires you to provide personal information (such as your name and email address), and that Planet may disclose that information to a government agency, for example by checking registration information against lists of OFAC sanctions. See the Planet Privacy Policy for more information on Planet’s use of your data.
- Do not share your log-in information with anyone, or allow anyone to access your account.
- Only use Planet for non-commercial, research, education, and/or scientific purposes.
- Cite “Planet Labs Inc.” as a data source in accordance with standard academic citation practices.
- MIT’s Planet license only covers certain types of use. If you are using Planet to create something, there may be restrictions on what can be created under this license (If your use exceeds this, you may need separate permission from Planet). Under this license you can:
  - Access, download, store, and display Planet content for non-commercial, research, education, and/or scientific purposes.
  - Publish static products (e.g. reports, journal articles, conference papers, and other traditional publication media; things that are NOT dynamically linked to Planet data) anywhere you’d like.
  - Include in publications limited amounts of Planet images for illustrative, academic use.
  - Publish dynamic products (e.g. things with an active dynamic connection to Planet data, such as a data feed) only on the MIT.edu website.
- See the Planet Terms of Use for more information (but know that we’ve negotiated separate terms for MIT users which differ from the posted terms as described above).
- Contact the Libraries for additional information or if you have questions.